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ABSTRACT Vital signals monitoring is expected to support people in their daily activities in the near future,
following continuous strides in developing health technologies for complex and hazardous environments.
As the industry 4.0 revolution grows, robotic systems are increasingly deployed to support health moni-
toring, even though current robotic systems merely enable navigation and exploration of the surrounding
environment to find people to be monitored, without adaptation of their behaviour to improve the quality of
the health monitoring. At the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), a wireless personnel
safety prototype has been developed to assist workers in harsh environments, although this system needs
to be improved in terms of invasiveness and portability. This work proposes a novel contactless approach
based on a robotic system that adapts its behaviour to improve the performance of imaging-based algorithm
for continuous physiological monitoring. Specifically, cardiac activity is monitored from camera views to
obtain non-invasive and reliable vital parameter measurements. An extensive experiment has been conducted
with ten healthy volunteers. The participants’ heart rates were monitored at different distances and different
camera zoom levels from the robotic system, and synchronously measured by a heart rate benchmark device
for the ground truth. The results highlighted several distance-zoom combinations that can be reached by
the robotic system to adapt its behaviour to the boundary conditions in order to minimize the heart rate
measurement error during algorithm calculations. These distance-zoom combinations are used to implement
the control of the robotic system, improve the heart rate calculation algorithm and overcome the limitations of
previous systems. A comparison with previous works in the literature involving the cardiac activity algorithm
reveals a consistent contribution of the robot-assisted contactless monitoring system in reducing the mean
absolute error in heart rate estimation.

INDEX TERMS Human-centred robotic, robot vision system, safety, health monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION
Vital parameters monitoring is necessary to assess a person’s
health state, track their physical or mental exertion and pre-
vent dangerous situations appearing or escalating. Hazardous
environments can pose risks for human health, due to the
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presence of dangerous elements and the high complexity of
the unstructured working space [1].

At the European Organization for Nuclear Research
(CERN) accelerator complex and experiments [2], the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) is the largest machine in the world,
built in a tunnel of 27 km length 100meters underground with
only 8 access points from the surface [3]. Besides the long
distances to be covered inside the tunnel and an unstructured
environments characterized by machines and objects with
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FIGURE 1. (A) Forward and backward movements of the i-TIM along the monorail and Pan-tilt-zoom camera; (B) Control workflow of robot-aided
contactless monitoring of CERN worker’s cardiac activity using the i-TIM robotic system: 1) Person Tracking Module (blue); 2) Optimal Distance-Zoom
Feedback (green); 3) Cardiac Activity Estimation (red).

different possible configurations or states, human hazards
present in CERN accelerators are mainly caused by radiation,
oxygen deficiency, high temperature, loss of cognition of
work time and high magnetic fields [4]. There is the need
to identify workers’ localization and to monitor their vital
parameters, especially when they need to perform complex
activities such as installations and maintenance works of
heavy machinery.

A wireless personnel safety system prototype (WPSS) [5]
was developed with the intention of measuring environ-
mental parameters and also the heart rate of workers. This
was initially tested by maintenance workers of the ATLAS
detector [6]. The main comments from the participants high-
lighted the need to reduce the prototype size, minimize its
invasiveness for long-term operations and improve its power
consumption for portability.

Contact-based health monitoring in harsh environments
has beenwidely exploredwith wearable devices, skin-applied
electrodes, smartwatches, or smart belts at chest level [7], [8].
Contactless monitoring has proven to be a robust, hygienic,
safe, and cost-effective alternative suitable for continuous
long-distance and long-termmonitoring [9], [10], [11]. As the
Industry 4.0 revolution grows [12], robotic systems are also
making significant strides in aiding and monitoring people at
risk. In literature, most recent studies have presented human
health monitoring systems to measure vital parameters in
several harsh environments, such as:

(i) construction and industrial field, monitoring mining
workers at high altitudes in extreme climatic condi-
tions [13], heat stress monitoring in firefighting [14]
and search for surviving workers through the detec-
tion of vital signs in emergency situations [15];

(ii) highly contagious scenarios due to the COVID-19
pandemic where agile mobile robotic platforms
equipped with sensors are teleoperated by a trained
operator to monitor the patient at risk and avoid direct
contact by medical personnel [16], [17], [18];

(iii) unstructured environments, i.e. the home of an elderly
person [19], [20], [21].

Although the above mentioned studies involve the pres-
ence of a robot [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], the
robotic system has not been used to enhance the quality
of the health monitoring: the robotic systems are merely
deployed to enable the navigation and exploration of the
surrounding environment to find people to be monitored,
without adjusting their setting and adapting their position to
the human in order to improve the accuracy of the healthmon-
itoring algorithm. Though wearable sensors can be a valid
option for the general public, they are unsuitable for mon-
itoring CERN workers. Besides the aforementioned issues
raised by ATLASmaintenance workers themselves regarding
first prototype [6], wearable sensors are limited to measur-
ing short- term work sessions, due to any sensor displace-
ment from the correct body positioning, the discomfort of
long-duration work activities and the acceptability of the
worker in wearing them [22], [23]. Moreover, any wearable
device should be personal, one for each worker, or should
be equipped with disposable electrodes thus increasing the
cost and decreasing the viability and eco-sustainability of the
system [24].

The objective of this work is to propose a novel contact-
less approach for robot-aided health monitoring of cardiac
activity, where the robotic system plays an active role, adapts
its configuration, and adjusts its placement, leading both to
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improved performance of the image-based estimation algo-
rithm and to reliable values of cardiac parameters.

The robot-aided contactless monitoring system is
composed of:

(i) a robotic system capable of covering and exploring
the entire LHC tunnel length, well described in detail
in the section II-A;

(ii) a tracking module to search and follow workers;
(iii) an estimation module to measure workers’ cardiac

activity in a contactless way;
(iv) closed-loop control based on optimal distance-zoom

configurations to allow the robotic system to act in
achieving lower heart rate error values compared with
previous works in the literature and in obtaining reli-
able performance from the cardiac activity estimation
module.

The validation of the proposed system has been carried out
by conducting an extensive experiment with ten healthy vol-
unteers in the LHC tunnel mock-up, an environment present
at CERN specially designed to faithfully reproduce the char-
acteristics of the particle accelerator’s tunnel. The partici-
pants’ heart rate values have been recorded in contactless way
via camera and compared with the benchmark device ones,
evaluating the error between the values measured by the two
different systems and their correlation by statistical analysis.
Furthermore, a comparison has been carried out with previous
works that involve cardiac activity algorithm to compare the
system with the state-of-the-art in terms of mean absolute
error.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. THE PROPOSED ROBOT-AIDED CONTACTLESS
MONITORING SYSTEM
The robot-aided contactless monitoring system is shown
in Figure 1A and consists of the following hardware
components:

• Intelligent Train Inspection Monorail (i-TIM) [25]:
developed at CERN, i-TIM is a robotic system that
covers the LHC length of 27 km running on a monorail
on the ceiling. This translational motion may be per-
formed at a maximum speed of 10 km/h. The i-TIM
robotic system is designed to support human work in
radioactive areas. It is composed of multiple wagons,
each with a length of 180 cm and with a precise task:
control wagon, battery wagon, motor wagon, payload
wagon and reconnaissance wagon. Due to its modular
mechanical design and control architecture, the config-
uration can be adapted to different needs and scenarios.
It has a 4G modem for communication with the CERN
network on the surface, enabling remote operations and
data transmission. The communication with i-TIM may
also be established through Wi-Fi when close to the
tunnel access points.

• Pan-Tilt-Zoom camera (PTZ camera) by AXIS Commu-
nications: this is a steerable mobile camera lens that is

an integral part of the i-TIM. One is mounted on each
end of the robotic train to perform visual inspections of
the surroundings and to search for human presence. The
main features are: 1920×1080 Full HD1080pmaximum
resolution; x30 optical zoom and x12 digital one; Pan
amplitude ± 170◦and tilt range −20◦ to 90◦; horizontal
field of view 62.8-2.3◦, vertical one 37.0-1.3◦; commu-
nication via IP address.

• Graphics Processing Unit by NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080: for processing video resolution of up to 30 frames
per second rate (FPS).

The software components are the following:
• Neural Network (NN): semantic segmentation and
pixel-based classification is realized to classify
each pixel of an image as belonging to a particular class
(face pixel or not). Semantic segmentation algorithms
U-net, originally designed and first used for biomedi-
cal image segmentation [26], has been employed and
adapted to the purpose of this work with the use of the
deep learning library Pytorch [27] with CUDA [28].
The Deep Neural Network is composed of 4 layers.
Data manipulation libraries used and initialisation val-
ues are listed in Table 1. The proposed model has
been trained by using 80% of the randomly shuffled
dataset and has been tested on the remaining 20% using
CelebA dataset [29], that contains 202599 face images,
each annotated with 40 binary labels indicating facial
attributes such as hair colour, gender and age. The
performance metric used to determine the accuracy of
the model is Intersection over Union (IoU), which is
the ratio of the area of overlap between prediction and
ground-truth to the area of union. The model achieved
an accuracy of 0.92. The contours of the human face
are well identified and the mask process is successfully
realized, regardless of colour skin tone, size and rotation
of the face within the camera’s field of view and even
though the face view is from the side. The model is
adopted for dynamic mask processing of the human face
and skin pixel detection from background ones.

• Plane-Orthogonal-to-Skin Algorithm (POS): remote
photoplethysmography method (PPG) to extract pul-
satile information from face skin pixels. Light is
absorbed in a different way by blood contained in
blood vessels compared to surrounding tissues [30]. This
manifests itself on the surface of the skin with slight
colour variations. Specular reflection is a mirror-like
light reflection from the skin surface that is also affected
by bodymotion, and does not contain any pulsatile infor-
mation. Diffuse reflection is the light which penetrates
the skin, and it is reflected and scattered inside skin
tissues. Its value varies according to changes in blood
volume, and it contains pulsatile information [31]. The
POS algorithm is implemented due to its high perfor-
mance and robustness in terms of skin-tone diversity,
luminance, and recovery after a low, medium, or high
effort [32]. Temperature may lead to variations in facial
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TABLE 1. Software specifications, initialisation values, libraries and
dependencies.

skin colour on a large time scale (in the order of min-
utes). This slow colour variation due to temperature
does not affect the estimation of the heart rate, which
occurs every second. The algorithm suppresses the base-
line colour (specular reflection) and considers only the
colour changes of the skin due to the heart rate. Due to
this operating principle, the algorithm is able to estimate
the heart rate independently of the person’s complexion,
which is the tonic component and is filtered out. Physi-
ological parameters that can be detected are Heart Rate
(HR) and Heart Rate Variability (HRV), which provide
important information about vital conditions [33].

The three main modules of the proposed novel architec-
ture for robot-aided contactless monitoring system are shown
in Figure 1B, including the (i) People Tracking Module,
(ii) Optimal Distance-Zoom Feedback and (iii) Cardiac
Activity Estimation.

1) PEOPLE TRACKING MODULE
The i-TIM can explore the surrounding environment with
both the steerable PTZ camera and the translational motion
of the entire robotic system along the monorail, thanks to
the power provided by the motor wagon. A visual inspec-
tion begins with a continuous video recording of the LHC
environment until a human presence enters the field of view
(FOV) of i-TIM and a person is recognized by the system
as a target to be monitored. Based on the camera-to-human
distance, measured on the target axis, the i-TIM begins to
approach the human target by physically moving along the
ceiling monorail and adjusting the camera zoom to properly
identify the human face.

The PTZ camera is coupled with a tracking algorithm that
allows the robotic system to track and follow the movement
of the person within the FOV [34]. This module positions
and keeps the human face in the central area of the field of
view, setting the pan and tilt speeds of the camera to adapt
any change in the position of the person’s face to the view
of the camera itself [35]. If the human target is in opposition
to the robotic train and therefore their face is hidden, i-TIM
may exploit both the translational motion along the monorail
to physically overtake the person and the switch from the PTZ
camera of the first wagon to the one of the last wagon and vice
versa.

The video stream is processed by the Neural Network
(NN), which receives the video frames at 30 FPS and

FIGURE 2. The Neural Network is applied to video stream and can detect
the front and side of the human face for mask processing. Skin pixels are
employed for the extraction of the blood volume pulse and heart rate
time series.

constantly performs the segmentation of the human face
mask: background pixels are discarded while skin pixels are
considered for the next steps, as shown in Figure 2. The NN
can also successfully detect the human face even with the side
view, although the system has to manage the loss of about half
of the face skin pixels to provide an adequate number of skin
pixels input for the cardiac activity algorithm. The output of
the module is a face mask containing the skin pixels, that is
the input both for the ‘‘Cardiac Activity Estimation’’ module
for monitoring vital parameters and the ‘‘Optimal Distance-
Zoom Feedback’’ module for closed-loop control to adjust
the current face mask.

2) OPTIMAL DISTANCE-ZOOM FEEDBACK
This module aims to find the optimal configuration of the
i-TIM combining the PTZ camera lens movements in terms
of pan, tilt and zoom with the linear translational motion
of the robotic train along the monorail in order to provide
the best input conditions for the imaging-based algorithm,
described in section II-A3. A configuration consists of a
distance-zoom combination, in terms of PTZ camera zoom
and camera-human distance, to which a certain human face
mask is associated. An optimal configuration implies a cor-
rect distance-zoom setup that allows to create a proper human
face mask in terms of size, pose and number of skin pixels,
in order to minimize measurement error and obtain reliable
cardiac parameters.

To achieve this, a ‘‘Distance Tracker’’ block compares the
current camera zoom with the camera zoom reference, rela-
tive to the current camera-human distance, measured on the
lens axis. The ‘‘Zoom Tracker’’ block compares the current
camera-human distance with the reference one, relative to
the current camera zoom. The ‘‘Robot Control’’ block sends
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commands to the i-TIM motor wagon for the translational
motion and to the PTZ camera for the pan, tilt and zoom
movements according to the information provided by the
previous blocks.

3) CARDIAC ACTIVITY ESTIMATION
The POS algorithm projects a temporally normalized RGB
signal, which is represented by the proportion of red, green
and blue in the colour measured by skin pixel in a video, in the
projection direction where the PPG high quality signal lies.
This procedure minimizes any noise to obtain reliable pulse
information.

The POS algorithm includes spatial averaging over each
RGB channel, temporal normalization, projection, tuning and
overlap-adding stages. The spatial averaging is represented
by the following vector:

C(t) = [R(t),G(t),B(t)]T

where R(t), G(t) and B(t) are the averaging pixel values
of red, green and blue at time-instant t, respectively. The
interval time of 5 s data of C(t) is collected, and temporal
normalization Cn performed. The channel-wise normalized
vector is projected to two signals [19], [32] as:

Sn =
[
S1
S2

]
=

[
0 1 −1
−2 1 1

]
Cn

The projection indicates that the first signal S1 is combined
with the positive green channel and negative blue channel,
and the second signal S2 is combinedwith the negative double
of red channel, positive green and blue channels. Then, the
projected two signals are tuned as;

hn = S1 +
σ (S1)
σ (S2)

S2

where σ (∗) is a standard deviation. The value hn is collected
for 5 s, which provides the 5 s window of the PPG signal.
Processing time to estimate the heart rate value is 290 ms for
a 5-secondwindow. The procedure is repeated with a 1 s over-
lap so that the Heart Rate (HR) estimation results are obtained
and displayed every 1 s by the ‘‘HR/HRV Computing’’ block
in beats per minute (bpm), as shown in Figure 2. Moreover,
two time domain metrics of the Heart Rate Variability (HRV)
are extracted [36]: the standard deviation of the time interval
between two successive normal heart beats (sDNN) and the
root mean square of successive heart beats (rMSSD). The
spectral characteristics of the signal for heart rate calculation
tend to cover a frequency range from 0.75 Hz (45 bpm)
to 3 Hz (180 bpm) [37]. The ‘‘Health Condition Evaluation’’
block provides the final output, i.e. the worker’s condition,
which may be safe or not depending on whether the heart
parameters are above or below the standard physiological
range [38]. Figure 3 illustrates the stages for cardiac activity
estimation using the POS algorithm.

FIGURE 3. Block diagram of the stages of cardiac activity estimation
using the POS algorithm.

B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROTOCOL
Ten subjects were involved in the experiments (8 males,
2 females, 25.7 ± 2.8 years old). The number of participants
in the experiment has been selected with reference to previous
published studies concerning photoplethysmography [39],
[40], [41]. The volunteers are welcomed into the LHC mock-
up, where environmental conditions similar to the real case
are reproduced, as shown in Figure 4, and introduced to the
experiment. Each participant has been adequately informed
about the purpose of the study and provided written informed
consent before starting the experimental session. Moreover,
each participant was asked to wear safety equipment com-
monly provided for CERN workers (i.e. helmet, safety shoes
and work garment). The subjects were asked to stand assum-
ing a posture that was natural and comfortable for them,
while i-TIM robotic system was moving at different distance
levels, in particular at camera-human distances of 1 m, 2.5 m,
5 m, 8 m and 10 m. For each distance, the PTZ camera
zoom was scanned from the minimum value of x1 to the
maximum of x30 for a time interval of 90 s for each zoom
level. The subjects were not required to look at the i-TIM
robotic system, as it was not strictly necessary for the esti-
mation of their cardiac activity. The proposed robot-aided
contactless monitoring system found the participant’s face
placed in its FOV and measured the instantaneous HR values.
In addition to the heart rate values measured by the POS
algorithm, the subjects wore a benchmark device at wrist
level during the entire session of data collection. The cardiac
activity was measured synchronously by a Shimmer3 ECG
benchmark device to supply the ground truth for comparison.
Furthermore, some preliminary experiments were conducted
to evaluate the performance of the system in less favourable
operating conditions. The heart rate was measured from the
human face during: i) motion and talking; ii) participant
lateral orientation (side-face).

C. EVALUATION METRICS
The evaluation metrics used to assess the performance of the
proposed robot-aided contactless monitoring system consist
of the following indicators:
• Absolute Error (AE): it compares the POS algorithm
results with the Shimmer3 ECG results. As indicated
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FIGURE 4. Experimental setup in the LHC mock-up: participant stands
within the FOV of the robotic system and wears helmet, safety garment
and benchmark device at wrist level for the ground truth.

in [42], the absolute error is a performance accuracy
indicator of the PPG methods and it is calculated as
follows:

AE(i) = |HRPOS (i)− HRtrue(i)|

where HRPOS(i) is the heart rate estimation from POS
algorithm in the i-th window and HRtrue(i) is the true
value of heart rate in beats per minute (bpm) provided
by the benchmark device.

• Mean Absolute Error (MAE): it represents the overall
evaluation of the cardiac activity estimation in a time
interval of HRs collection in bpm unit.

MAE =
N∑
i=1

AE(i)

MAEs are calculated both for the first data collection
with a static fixed camera and for the data collected with
the PTZ camera mounted on the i-TIM mobile robotic
system.

• Sample Standard Deviation (SD): measures the amount
of variation or dispersion of the set of values.

SD =

√∑
i(HRPOS (i)− HRtrue(i))2

N − 1

Low SD indicates that the values tend to be close to the
mean of the set. A high SD denotes that the values are
distributed over a wider range.

• Pearson Correlation Coefficient (%): is the ratio between
the covariance of two variables and the product of their
standard deviations. It is a measure of linear correlation
between two sets of data, i.e. heart rate values detected
by POS algorithm and by the benchmark device. Pearson

Correlation Coefficient value is between -1 and 1, which
indicates the relationship between the two variables:
weak correlation (0 < |%| < 0.3), moderate (0.3 < |%| <
0.7), and strong correlation (|%| > 0.7).

% =

∑
i

(HRPOS (i)− µ)(HRtrue(i)− µ̂)√∑
i

(HRPOS (i)− µ)2
√∑

i

(HRtrue(i)− µ̂)2

where µ and µ̂ are respectively mean value of heart rate
from POS algorithm and from Shimmer3 ECG bench-
mark device. In particular, the coefficient is used to
assess the level of correlation between the two set of data
at the optimal distance-zoom configurations, in which
the mean heart rate error is lower.
The p-value is calculated alongside the Pearson Cor-
relation Coefficient to assess the statistical signifi-
cance of the correlation between the two set of data
detected by the algorithm and by the benchmark device,
referring to the statistics methodology of Nunan et al.
[43] and Hsiao et al. [44]. If the p-value is less than
the set threshold (p-value < 0.01), the correlation is
statistically significant.

• Mask ratio: it provides an indication of face mask size
in terms of the number of skin pixels over the number
of total resolution pixels. This value indicates the per-
centage of face skin pixels that are framed in the camera
field of view. It is calculated as follows:

mask ratio ≡
skin pixel number

total resolution pixels
[%]

where total resolution pixel for PTZ camera was set at
921600 pixels (1280× 720) HD.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 4 shows part of the data from the experimental sessions
of three different participants: the heart rate value over time
measured by the POS algorithm and the benchmark device
are compared, and the relative graph of the Absolute Error
with the Mean Absolute Error is shown.

Figure 5A shows that the HRPOS follows the trend of the
HRtrue, with a MAE lower than 2 bpm. The graph of the AE
shows significant fluctuations, also reaching very high error
peaks, such as 7.9 bpm at time 45 s and 9.6 bpm at time 63 s.
In Figure 5B, the AE reaches the value of 18 bpm at time 38 s,
however, the MAE of the session is 2.3 bpm. In Figure 5C,
the AE reaches the value of 5 bpm in the interval 23-25 s and
6.3 bpm at the time 87 s.

The POS algorithm follows the increasing or decreasing
trend of the heart rate with a slight delay compared with
the heart rate measured by the reference device since the
algorithm needs a short response time interval to change
the HRPOS value to follow the real HRtrue one measured
by the benchmark device. Due to this, results show that the
highest AE peaks are found at the steepest slope changes
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FIGURE 5. (A)-(B)-(C): comparison between heart rate measurements performed using the POS algorithm and the Shimmer3 ECG benchmark device
for a representative subject during 90 s experimental session; Absolute Error between the two measurements. The red line represent the mean value.

TABLE 2. Numerical values of the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) averaged over all the 10 participants. The highlighted MAEs have an error value below
2 bpm and identify the optimal configurations of distance-zoom combination.

FIGURE 6. Mean Absolute Error and Standard Deviation for each participants at (a) distance 1 m, zoom 4x (b) distance 5 m, zoom 16x and (c) distance
10 m, zoom 25x. MAE average is shown over all participants (red line).

in heart rate and last for a short interval of time (between
1-3 s) that correspond to the time of responsiveness of the

POS algorithm in adapting to the real heart rate. The different
responsiveness is explained by the different modes of heart
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FIGURE 7. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in relation to zoom and distance.
Distance-zoom couple identifies an i-TIM robotic configuration. Each
configuration has a different MAE value. There are configurations more
suitable than others for heart rate estimation.

rate sensing, i.e. contact-based and contactless, and by the
different spatial distances that blood has to flow forward the
different areas, i.e. wrist and face, after being pumped from
the heart [45].

The results of the experiment reveal that some video condi-
tions may provide a more appropriate input mask for the POS
algorithm than others, which positively affect its performance
and minimizes the error in heart rate estimation. Specifically,
several distance-zoom combinations are identified as more
suitable than others for measuring human cardiac activity
using imaging photoplethysmography via the camera stream.

Table 2 reports MAE values averaged over all ten
participants. Several distance-zoom combinations represent
an optimal configurations for heart rate measurement with
i-TIM robotic system. As highlighted in the Table 2, the
lowest MAE recorded is 0.8 bpm, achieved at distance-zoom
combination of 1m-4x and of 2.5m-8x. Moreover, configura-
tions with a MAE≤1 bpm and 1 bpm < MAE < 2 bpm are
also highlighted in Table2, which provide reliable estimation
of cardiac activity.

In Figure 6, the MAEs of each participant with Standard
Deviation (SD) and the mean over all participants (red line)
are shown in histograms for three different distance-zoom
combinations:

• In Figure 6A, MAEs of each participant at distance
of 1 m with a camera zoom of 4x. The highest
MAE of 1.5 bpm is recorded for subject S4 and the
lowest one of 0.4 bpm for S10. The mean MAE over
all participants for this distance-zoom combination is
0.8 bpm;

• In Figure 6B, MAEs of each participant at distance of
5 m with a camera zoom of 16x are shown. The highest
MAE of 3.2 bpm is recorded for S2 and the lowest one
of 0.5 bpm for S1. The mean MAE over all participants
for this distance-zoom combination is 1.6 bpm;

TABLE 3. Performance comparison in terms of Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) of the HR estimation using POS algorithm reported in recent
studies.

• In Figure 6C, MAEs of each participant at distance of
10 m with a camera zoom of 25x are shown. The highest
MAE of 5.1 bpm is recorded for S10 and the lowest one
of 2 bpm for S7. The mean MAE over all participants
for this distance-zoom combination is 3.5 bpm.

As regards spectral characteristics of the signal, frequen-
cies are between 0.87 Hz and 1.35 Hz, as 52 bpm for par-
ticipant S4 and 81 bpm for participant S9 are the minimum
and maximum heart rates recorded during the experiment,
respectively.

In Figure 7, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) value aver-
aged over all participants is shown graphically in relation to
the PTZ camera zoom and to the camera-human distance:
zoom range is up to 30x, distance range from 1 to 10 m. Fur-
thermore, the most recent studies evaluating the performance
of the POS algorithm using Mean Absolute Error (MAE) are
considered. Table 3 reports theMAE values observed in other
studies compared to the value obtained in the present work.
The MAE value of 1.25 bpm is the average of the MAEs
obtained for the optimal distance-zoom configurations iden-
tified above. The value obtained shows how the contribution
of the robotic system in achieving the optimal configurations
leads both to a consistent improvement in the performance of
the POS algorithm and to a reliable measurement of the heart
rate with a lower error.

Table 4 shows Pearson Correlation Coefficient and the
relative p-value calculated for the optimal distance-zoom
combinations. Results denote a strong correlation between
the heart rate by the POS algorithm and the ground truth by
the benchmark device, as Pearson’s correlation coefficient is
higher than % > 0.7 for all optimal distance-zoom config-
urations: minimum is % = 0.87 for 5 m distance and 14x
zoom and maximum is % = 0.96 for 8 m distance and 16x
zoom. In general, for most distance-zoom combinations, the
% coefficient is higher than 0.9. Furthermore, the associated
p-value indicates that the correlation found with % coefficient
is statistically significant, since p-value is largely below than
0.01 for all the distance-zoom combinations.

The algorithm performance evaluated on participants with
lateral orientation reveals that the heart rate is not negatively
affected if the person’s face is lateral. In contrast, for motion
and talking activity, the mean absolute error is increased by
+3.7 bpm, thus leading to an MAE of 4.95 bpm. However,
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TABLE 4. Correlation of heart rate value measured with POS algorithm
and Shimmer3 ECG benchmark device for optimal configurations of
distance-zoom: Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) values show strong
correlation and p-value denotes that it is statistically significant.

this value is still comparable and even better than other values
presented in the literature and reported in Table 3.

Data analysis over all the participants highlights that the
key factor in obtaining a low-value error in heart rate esti-
mation is related to mask processing: it is crucial to provide
a proper input mask to the POS algorithm, which consists
of an adequate number of skin pixels to achieve minimal
heart rate error. Figure 8 compares the MAE with the mask
ratio, whose value is directly proportional to the number of
skin pixels in the mask. The optimal results in terms of low
error are obtained when the mask ratio is between 26.0%
and 35.5% for a MAE less than 2 bpm. For values above or
below this mask ratio range, MAE increases towards higher
values. A general pattern is found: for a mask ratio> 35.5%,
the HRPOS(i) is underestimated compared to the real value
HRtrue(i), meanwhile for mask ratio< 26.0%, an overestima-
tion occurs compared to the real one. This is critical during the
monitoring of a person from the side-face, as a large number
of skin pixels cannot be used to measure cardiac activity
since they are covered from the opposite side. The lost skin
pixels must be compensated by a larger mask size, within
the range of 26.0% < mask ratio < 35.5%, which allows a
thicker number of the video pixels and thus more skin pixels
to perform correct heart rate measurements using the POS
algorithm.

To this regard, robotic systems that support human activity
are paramount for tasks that require extreme precision and
repetitive movements, such as finding and keeping these
specific distance-zoom configurations. The contribution of
the robotic system is important to increase the reliability and
precision of heart rate monitoring and to achieve accurate
and continuously updated adjustment based on the person’s

FIGURE 8. MAE values vary with mask ratio, which represent the
percentage of skin pixel number in the resolution window of 1280 × 720.

position in the LHC tunnel: the appropriate distance-zoom
configurations can be accurately reached and maintained
by robot-aided contactless monitoring, which adjust its
behaviour in terms of translational motion and the PTZ cam-
era zoom, in order to measure a reliable cardiac activity
estimation with minimal heart rate error. Starting from its
current configuration, i-TIM moves along the monorail and
sets the PTZ camera zoom to reach close configuration with
a low MAE. The system does not affect the daily workers’
routine: the robot-aided contactless monitoring system adapts
its behaviour to the human being and not vice versa, thus
providing a human-centred health monitoring exploiting a
robotic system.

From the experimental results, the distance-zoom coor-
dinates, relative to the lower MAE values, are considered.
In a specific LHC tunnel spot, skin pixels number contained
in the mask are conditioned by PTZ camera zoom and the
person-robot distance. It is well known that moving the i-TIM
train along the monorail rather than zooming the PTZ camera
is a completely different task from an energy expenditure
point of view: the former is certainly more expensive, there-
fore it affects battery life and robot availability. A necessary
assessmentmust bemade regarding the robotic system energy
saving. However, studies are underway to make the i-TIM
robotic system constantly recharge to have unlimited battery
life.

In Figure 9, the robotic system has the zoom set to 2x and
identifies a person 5 m away from its lens (current config-
uration). The mean average error is around 7 bpm with this
distance-zoom settings. Since it is a high error, i-TIM must
switch to a new configuration that provides a lower MAE in
order to have a more reliable cardiac activity estimation. The
closest two configurations with a MAE<1 bpm are shown
in Figure 9. The robotic system selects to follow the path
towards the configuration with MAE value of 1.0, despite the
error numerical value is higher than its neighbour MAE of
0.8. The first path involves only a change in camera zoom
from 2x to 14x, while second path involves a movement
of 2.5 m along the monorail, as well as a change in zoom
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FIGURE 9. The current configuration is set to camera-human distance of
5m and 2x zoom. The robotic system moves to other configurations with
a lower MAE, considering energy savings.

from 2x to 8x. A higher accuracy in calculating heart rate
is not worthwhile as it involves more battery consumption.
When the error is considered negligible,the i-TIM is satisfied
with an estimation that is still excellent, but achieved with a
lower expenditure of energy in order to have the robot system
available for other tasks and for more time.

IV. CONCLUSION
This work has proposed a novel approach to a robot-aided
health contactless monitoring in which the robotic system
has an active role in improving the imaging-based algorithm
performance in cardiac activity estimation. The system also
provides a solution that satisfies the requirements of CERN
workers as a valid alternative to the previous developed proto-
type. The proposed approach has been tested on ten subjects
in the LHC tunnel mock-up environment.

The results obtained from the data analysis revealed that
there are some distance-zoom combinations that allow the
i-TIM robotic system to reach an optimal configuration and
measure heart rate value with an average error of less than
2 bpm (sometimes even less than 1 bpm). The robotic sys-
tem does not only navigate the surrounding environment to
search for people, it also actively participates in increasing
the performance of the POS algorithm and in achieving the
best configuration for a proper mask, in terms of size and skin
pixels number, a reliable heart rate estimation, and battery
saving. The comparison with the most recent studies using
the POS algorithm in the literature has been conducted: the
MAE value of 1.25 bpm obtained in this work reveals how
the contribution of the robotic system as an active system in
reaching the optimal configurations and adjusting its position
leads to a consistent improvement in the performance of the

POS algorithm respect with to the previous works, and to
a heart rate measurement with a lower error. Furthermore,
the contactless strategy ensures non-invasive and continuous
monitoring of people during daily work activities to meet
their expectations, as workers stated during the interview.

The limitations of the system are related to illumination
and fast facial movements, which affect the system output by
introducing relevant fluctuations in heart rate values. Since
the scenario and its ambient light are known in advance (i.e.
LHC tunnel), currently the model parameters are fine-tuned
first according to the environmental scenario in which the
system will be operated.

Future work will focus on the following areas:
1) widen the set of physiological parameters detectable

through PPG-based methods and extend the range of
measurements to multiple individuals simultaneously;

2) evaluate the implementation of PTZ camera data and
algorithm in the service of healthcare personnel in med-
ical scenarios;

3) Validation of the system in the real operational set-
ting: deepen the limits of the system to make it more
responsive to people’s movements, make it automati-
cally adapted to changes in ambient light over time,
and mitigate possible drops in the accuracy of heart rate
measurements.
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